Biography of Naill .
Niall first found his interest in performing at the young age of 5 back in the UK when he
performed as one of the Kings children in the amazing show, “The King & I . This
naturally lead Naill to perform in many musicals over his childhood including:
Charlie & the chocolate factory | Grease | Annie | Christmas Pantomime | Singing
performances.
With a fire burning of underlying passion for performing & learning lines for productions
with ease, it was not something he could ever put out!
When the big to move to Western Australia on its way Niall wasn't sure how his acting &
singing hobby would pan out. That was until he started at a secondary school that
provided it's own performing arts department Naill to continue this burning passion to
perform.
In June 2014 Niall auditioned in Fremantle for a Talent Academy hoping to be selected to
travel to Los Angeles to perform in front of elite Managers & Agents.
The turn out was outstanding, out of 100's of children Niall was chosen to travel to LA in
January 2015. This was an amazing opportunity & a chance for Niall to show & excel
his talent on an international level. It was at this audition in Fremantle that a Perth
company, XLR8 Actors Models & Talent Management first spotted Niall and his talents,
little did he know XLR8 Management was to be in LA to also watch him perform.
Over the 5 days of performances in Los Angeles, Niall excelled! Receiving 34 callbacks
from Managers & Agents in the USA. He was also chosen to perform at the LA
showcase out of hundreds of children, & most excitingly auditioned for the Disney
channel & Nickelodeon.
Niall received a call back from Sony music after receiving top singing performer in his
age category, and is still auditioning through his manger at Hines and Hunt in La which
he video links through for auditions.
Perth Company, XLR8 Actors | Models | Talent Management, watched Niall excelling
every step of the way in LA & was quick to sign him up once back in Perth, Australia.
One month later Naill was already working hard with XLR8 Management, being sent to
Rottnest Island for 2 days for a modelling feature promoting the island, modeling
competitions with Hair Stylists throughout the city, interviews and articles with the
Newspapers and online, to his most recent acting role in the new Comedic Feature Film,
WrangerTang, which commences filming in 2016.
Niall cannot see himself doing anything else as a career, his passion & love is purely for
performing & entertaining others.
Keep you eye out for this young man in 2016, waves will be made!
For more information on Naill please contact: info@xlr8.rocks
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